Application of a concept development process to evaluate process layout designs using value stream mapping and simulation
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Abstract:

Purpose: We propose and demonstrate a concept development process (CDP) as a framework to solve a value stream mapping (VSM) related process layout design optimization problem.

Design/methodology/approach: A case study approach was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of CDP framework in a portable fire extinguisher manufacturing company. To facilitate the CDP application, we proposed the system coupling level index (SCLI) and simulation to evaluate the process layout design concepts.

Findings: As part of the CDP framework application, three process layout design concepts - current layout (CL), express lane layout (ELL) and independent zone layout (IZL) - were generated. Then, the SCLI excluded CL and simulation selected IZL as the best concept. The simulation was also applied to optimize the performance of IZL in terms of the number of pallets. Based on this case study, we concluded that CDP framework worked well.

Research limitations/implications: The process layout design optimization issue has not been well addressed in the VSM literature. We believe that this paper
initiated the relevant discussion by showing the feasibility of CDP as a framework in this issue.

**Practical implications:** The CDP and SCLI are very practice-oriented approaches in the sense that they do not require any complex analytical knowledge.

**Originality/value:** We discussed a not well-addressed issue with a systematic framework. In addition, the SCLI presented was also unique.

**Keywords:** concept development process, lean manufacturing, simulation, value stream mapping, concept selection

1 **Introduction**

Value stream mapping (VSM) is a popular visualization method to map the flow of the transformation of raw materials to a final product for a lean manufacturing system (LMS) or a lean system design (LSD). The premise of the VSM is to understand product flow from the customer's perspective, improve throughput, reduce cycle time and help to design a production system. According to Duggan (2002), it is performed through the following steps: (1) select a product family; (2) create a current-state map; (3) create a future-state map using lean techniques; (4) create an implementation plan for the future state; (5) implement the future state through structured continuous improvement activity. Although VSM is a popular approach to migrate from an “as is” production system to a “to-be” future state map, it does not provide any specific validation method. Due to modeling complexity, most users of VSM rely upon basic queuing models and Little’s Law or simulation as a design validation tool with VSM. Based on our literature review, we classify relevant research into two different categories. The first discusses the use of simulation to validate VSM and/or a lean approach while the second category attempts to develop an integrated evaluation and design procedure linking VSM and simulation. There are a significant number of papers in the first category. For example, McDonald, Van Aken and Renters (2002) suggested that highly dependent parallel processes were not handled well by VSM, and they used simulation for them as a design/evaluation tool. Abdulmalek and Rajgopal (2007)
also addressed the integration of VSM and simulation at a large steel mill. They first used VSM to identify the opportunities for lean principles, and then used simulation to analyze and evaluate both current and future state maps. Ferrin, Muller, and Muthler (2005) used simulation as a tool to identify system design and operational requirements before implementing lean process improvements. Hung and Liker (2007) used simulation to identify the effect of batch size on production lead time in a multi-stage assembly line with a pull-based material control policy. They found out that the interaction of quality inspections, logistical policies and equipment reliability has a significant impact on pull system responsiveness. Mehra, Inman and Tuite (2006) applied simulation to evaluate batch size in a continuous process industry. Grimard, Marvel and Standridge (2005) and Maas and Standridge (2005) also provided examples of how to use simulation for future state validation.

However, there are few published papers in the second category. Marvel and Standridge (2009) proposed an enhanced lean design framework by adding simulation modeling and experimentation as a primary validation tool for the future state map. Their simulation-enhanced approach consisted of “lean assessment”, “current state gap”, “future state design”, “future state validation” and “implementation”. They illustrated their approach with two industrial case studies. Lian and Van Landeghem (2007) proposed an integrated simulation model generation procedure using VSM as the data specification methodology, and demonstrated their procedure with software called “SimVSM”. SimVSM automatically develops a simulation model from a VSM model. The procedure was demonstrated on a small manufacturing system with 8 workstations. SigmaFlow (2006) is a commercially available software product to transform a detailed operational level VSM model to a simulation model.

Most papers previously discussed used well defined operational level VSM’s where each operation or process was clearly defined as a discrete element which contributed to cycle time, WIP, and throughput time. However, during a typical LMS design, there are many cases that a VSM is used to describe high-level overall processes as a communication tool instead of a detailed operational level process design tool. A high-level overall process VSM (HOP-VSM) is a VSM with multiple high-level individual processes (HIPs), each of which represents a set of highly abstracted operational entities or workstations. The VSM is then augmented by
sets of critical resources when more specifications are obtained. The HOP-VSM primarily focuses on information sharing for process flow, product scheduling and forecasting, material supply and delivery schedules, etc. without displaying specific Kanban control and scheduling information, whereas an operational level VSM (OL-VSM) focuses more on LMS implementation at an operational level (e.g. shop floor). The HOP-VSM is a useful communication and design vehicle, particularly when there is significant complexity and uncertainty in the process flow as in a new process layout design case.

We could also classify a new process layout design into two types: a logical design and a physical design. The logical design provides logical relationships among all elements in a system (e.g. process sequence and information exchange, etc.) while a physical design displays a physical view or layout of a system with detailed specifications. For example, both VSM and HIP are logical designs, since they provide a logical relationship on how a system works to satisfy requirements without displaying specific physical architectures or interactions. Logical designs are transformed into physical designs when detailed operational level specifications become available. During this transformation, design optimization and validation issues should be considered.

It was noticed that all papers reviewed discussed the design (e.g. future state) validation issue with well defined operational level VSM’s. However, the design optimization issue was hardly discussed. This paper attempts to initiate discussions dealing with this issue. In doing so, we demonstrate a systematic framework for VSM related design optimization using a case study from an actual portable fire extinguisher company. We discuss the VSM from a new product development perspective (NPD). From the NPD perspective, the design optimization can be accomplished through a concept development process (CDP). Hence, we attempt to use CDP as a framework to solve the process layout design optimization problem identified during the VSM phase.

2 Overview of the Concept Development Process (CDP)

The CDP consists of six stages depicted in Figure 1. The first stage is to identify customers’ needs and to effectively communicate them among all stakeholders. Once the needs are identified, they are translated into specifications (establish
target specifications). The goal of the concept generation is to generate any possible concepts that meet the customers’ needs. Typically, concepts are generated through storyboarding and brainstorming.

The concept selection is one of the most important stages in the CDP. It evaluates and optimizes the proposed concepts using relevant performance metrics. The concept selection does not simply mean the selection of the best concept suggested but also includes the optimization of the concept through new invention or merger of existing concepts. In this paper, a concept corresponds to a specific process layout design. To properly conduct the concept selection, we propose a performance metric called the system coupling level index (SCLI) and evaluate alternative solutions using simulation. The SCLI is used to measure the topological complexity of a process layout design, whereas simulation is used to evaluate each concept in terms of the time-dependent dynamic performance metric such as system throughput. Both will be described later in detail. The concept test is to evaluate the performance of the selected concept from diverse aspects (e.g. robustness) and what-if scenario analysis may be conducted. Once all of the possible design and process layout alternatives are evaluated, the final specification and detailed product (design) development plans are selected and implemented.

It should be noted that each stages in Figure 2 is iterative. For example, the target specification could be repeated and revised several times until the resulting target specification appropriately reflects the design requirements.

3 Problem descriptions in the case study

Company XYZ is a leading original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of portable fire extinguishers (PFE) in North America, whose annual production requirement is 8.5M units. A PFE consists of a cylinder and a valve. A cylinder is made of either metal or aluminum, and it contains pressured, powdered carbon dioxide (CO2). The powder is stored in different sizes of cylinders, with diameters ranging between
2.90 and 4.50 inches. Weight of the powder varies between 1.35 and 6.00 lb depending upon the size of the cylinder. The company has been building a new facility in Mexico to take advantage of the North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), low production cost and tax benefits. One of the most difficult challenges is to design the process layout to meet the expected annual demand. The project management team began with a VSM approach and generated the future state map shown in Figure 2 through multiple iterations – note that there is no current state map since this is new facility construction.

The future state map shown in Figure 2 provides an overall view of the process layout, material supply, final goods shipment, and production planning and scheduling. For example, the company uses a Material Requirements Planning (MRP) system for weekly supply of raw material. A weekly and monthly MRP-based forecasted production schedule is shared with all suppliers, and the raw material is delivered twice per day to the facility. Inside the facility, an aluminum puck is transformed into a cylinder through a press operation, and this cylinder is then stored in a local supermarket (SM) after washing and inspection to check if there is any crack or leak. Then it is filled with water and a final hydro test conducted. Once the hydro test is completed, the cylinder is cleaned and appropriately painted.

The painted cylinder is then filled with powdered carbon dioxide (CO2) in a power fill operation (PFO). A torque and charge (T&C) quality control check is then conducted to test the pressure that can be sustained inside the cylinder. After this, another leak check is performed and followed by the labeling and final assembly operations sequentially. The final assembly is to add small items such a handle and a hose to the cylinder. The cylinder is then packaged and stored in a finished goods supermarket. The packaged cylinder is transported to a final distribution center twice a day. All operations from the press to the final assembly and packaging (FAP) are connected by conveyor belts.

Since the VSM in Figure 2 was developed to represent high-level overall processes, detailed information such as the Kanban size between operations, pitch cycle, etc are not displayed. It is important to recognize that each process in Figure 2 is a HIP and there are many lower level operations inside it. Based on this HOP-VSM configuration, the team divided the entire process into several groups of HIPs, and made a turn-key contract with a selected vendor for each HIP.
Figure 2. "HOP-VSM - future state map". Source: authors
The contracted vendors were fully responsible for system assembly, and capacity test, and to meet design requirements. For example, one vendor is responsible for both the powder fill operation (PFO) and torque and charge (T&C) operation at its site. Since both systems are HIP, both are composed of multiple low-level operations – the detailed design is explained later. The vendor was responsible for developing an initial process layout design for the integrated system. However, the team found that its initial process layout design did not always pass the demand capacity test. Solving this issue became an urgent business problem.

4 Application of the Concept Development Process

One of the authors was involved in solving this business problem as a team member. Jeong and Hong (2009) analyzed the system purely from a material handling system analysis perspective. However, this paper attempts to analyze this system from the concept development process perspective. It should be notified that some data has been masked to protect company’s proprietary information. The actual process layout design requires the transformation of a logical design (e.g. VSM and HIPs) to a physical design with more specifications.

Some examples of the identified customer needs include: the integrated system will be fully automated to minimize operator intervention; it will also be designed to facilitate easy installation and maintenance. It should also be capable of producing a minimum of 8.5M units per year. The following are some examples of the design specifications: all operations in PFO and T&C will meet predetermined cycle times. Each operational resource (machine) is connected by a conveyor belt, and the predetermined speed of the conveyor belt is 0.5 inch/sec. Based on annual production requirements, the target throughput per minute (note that the reciprocal of this is called TAKT time), \( d_{PFO} \), with two individual nine hour shifts can be calculated as follows:

\[
d_{PFO} = \frac{8.5M}{[(2 \text{ shifts})(9 \text{ working hours/shift})(5 \text{ days/week})(52 \text{ weeks/yr})]} = 31 \text{ units/min}
\]

Team considered three different process layout design concepts: current layout (CL), express zone layout (EZL) and independent zone layout (IZL). The CL is an initial layout which experienced the system halt problem. The other two layout concepts were developed from the CL. Detailed descriptions on each layout are presented in the next sections. For concept selection, both qualitative and
quantitative metrics were used. For a quantitative metric, the authors proposed a modular design-based performance metric called the system coupling level index (SCLI) and simulation. The SCLI is a way to measure the topological complexity of a process layout design, whereas simulation is used to evaluate the concept using specified metrics of performance. Table 1 summarizes information collected at each stage in the CDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer needs identification</td>
<td>• Full automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Highly configurable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Meet annual production requirement (8.5M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target specification</td>
<td>• Throughput = 8.5M units per year or 31 units/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define operation cycle time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conveyor transportation speed (0.5 inch/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept generation</td>
<td>• Current Layout (CL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Express Lane Layout (ELL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Independent Zone Layout (IZL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept selection</td>
<td>• Modular design-based concept selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Simulation-based concept selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept test</td>
<td>• Diverse what-if analysis for the concept selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final spec and product development plan</td>
<td>• Test results and design spec ready for implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. "Information on concept development process”. Source: authors

4.1 Concept generation

Three concepts were generated through brainstorming.

**Current Layout (CL)**

As previously shown in Figure 2, once a cylinder finishes the paint process, it is delivered to the PFO. The current layout (CL) of the integrated PFO and T&C system is shown in Figure 3, where a rectangle and a solid line represent a machine and the conveyor belt respectively, and an arrow indicates the direction of product movement.

Each product is moved on a pallet - a single size batch per pallet. Currently, both powder fill station system (PFSS) and T&C station system (TCSS) have its own pallet travel loop, and no pallet is shared between these two loops. The PFSS has two loading machines, each denoted by (L), and five powder fill stations (PFSs). A pallet is loaded with an empty cylinder at a loading machine, and its total weight is measured at one of the pre-weighing machines (PW). Each PFS consists of multiple lanes of a powder fill machine (F) and a post-weighing machine (W). The first two PFSs have four parallel lanes whereas the last three PFSs have six parallel lanes.
The TCSS consists of five T&C stations (TCSs), each of which is connected to a corresponding PFS. The first two TCSs have one valve insertion machine (V) and two parallel torque & charge machines (T), while the last three TCSs have one valve insertion machine and three parallel torque & charge machines. Note that a PFS and its corresponding TCS meet at a junction (J) and a pick & place operation is performed when a robot arm picks up a filled cylinder from a pallet in the PFS and moves it onto an unloaded pallet in the corresponding TCS.

The operational sequence can be described as follows: Whenever an empty pallet passes through loading machines, the pallet is loaded with an empty cylinder that was fed by the paint process. The weight of the loaded pallet is measured on a pre-weighing machine, and the loaded pallet is assigned to one of powder fill machines available at a specific PFS as determined by the production schedule. Once a cylinder is filled with CO2 at the PFS, its weight is measured on a post-weighing machine, and the pallet with a filled cylinder resumes its movement along the conveyor belt. When it reaches a junction, the filled cylinder is picked up from the pallet and transferred by a robot arm onto an unloaded pallet in the corresponding TCS. Then the original unloaded pallet at the junction moves toward the loading machines in the PFSS, and the newly loaded pallet in the TCS circulates counterclockwise and goes through a valve insertion machine and one of T&C machines. The cylinder is eventually transferred into the next final assembly.
process through the transfer machine denoted by the ⊗ mark, and the unloaded pallet continues its travel toward the junction.

**Express Lane Layout (ELL)**

In the CL, the loaded pallets in each PFS share the same conveyor belt path when they move toward the loading machines, with the unloaded pallets coming from the downstream PFSs. For example, suppose that a loaded pallet completes its operation at one of the lanes in the third PFS. This pallet shares the same conveyor belt path with the unloaded pallets coming from the fourth and fifth PFSs as it moves toward the loading machine.

![Diagram of Express Lane Layout (ELL)](image)

This mix of empty and loaded pallets sometimes creates a congestion problem during the initial test. To solve this problem, an express lane layout (ELL) as shown in Figure 4 was designed, where a dedicated express lane (a solid dotted line) is added to exclusively transport the unloaded pallets from the TCSS to loading machines.

The operational sequence in the ELL can be described as follows: Whenever a pallet passes through a loading machine (L), it is loaded with an empty cylinder. The weight of the loaded pallet is then measured on a pre-weighing machine (PW), and the loaded pallet travels to one of the available PFSs. It is then processed at a powder fill machine (F). Once the cylinder on the pallet is filled, its weight is...
measured on the post-weighing machine (W). Then, without pallet switching, the same loaded pallet with a filled cylinder travels to a corresponding TCS. Once the cylinder finishes its operations at the TCS, it is transferred to the final assembly station through the transfer machine denoted by the ⊗ mark. Then the unloaded pallet resumes its travel toward the loading machines using the express lane. Team expects that the express lane layout can alleviate the congestion observed in the CL since there is no mix of the loaded and unloaded pallets on the returning conveyor belt to the loading machines. Note also that there is no junction between PFS and TCS. The conveyor belt from PFS is installed underneath the express lane using the escalator-like equipment. That is, there is no pick and place operation in this layout.

**Independent Zone Layout (IZL)**

The independent zone layout (IZL) is shown in Figure 5. It uses a zone control concept where the entire system is split into five independent zones, each of which consists of a PFS and a TCS with its own loading machine. The first two stations have the four-lane zone while the last three have the six-lane zone. Since there is no interaction between zones, this layout simplifies traffic control.

![Independent Zone Layout (IZL) Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 5.** "Independent zone layout (IZL)”. Source: Jeong and Hong (2009)
4.2 Concept selection

Once all concepts are generated, both qualitative and quantitative concept selection approaches are applied to evaluate all concepts. The qualitative approach is typically based on a domain expert’s observation, and brainstorming, while the quantitative approach is based on system coupling level index and simulation.

**Qualitative analysis**

The characteristics and potential issues associated with each characteristic are shown in Table 2. Each concept is identified with one of three estimated significance levels - high, medium or low - as shown in Table 2. Some of the potential issues were pre-identified from domain knowledge and experience with similar systems. It is important to recognize that the following system configuration characteristics (SCC) here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Potential Issues</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>• Two loading machines feed entire systems</td>
<td>• Enough capacity to feed an entire system?</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A pallet switching between PFS and TCS</td>
<td>• The pick &amp; place could block pallet flow</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shared returning conveyor belt</td>
<td>• Congestion on the shared conveyor belt due to the mix of loaded and unloaded pallets</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELL</td>
<td>• Two loading machines feed entire systems</td>
<td>• Enough capacity to feed an entire system?</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No pallet switching</td>
<td>• Longer pallet travel distance may impair the pallet distribution, which may exacerbate the congestion</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The express lane added</td>
<td>• Expedited the pallet movement</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZL</td>
<td>• Each zone works independently with its own loading machine</td>
<td>• More time and effort to build the system • More space required • No interaction between zones • Enough capacity to satisfy demand?</td>
<td>Low/High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. “Qualitative concept comparison”. Sources: authors

All concepts have a series of segments of conveyor belts as major portion of their systems. The conveyor belt in these segments constantly moves without stopping. Each segment has its own capacity in terms of the number of pallets transported and its capacity may be different from segment to segment. When pallets are initially loaded on a conveyor belt segment, the initial distance between pallets on the segment is same. However, as time progresses, whenever a cylinder in a pallet
is processed, all other pallets waiting for the processor are lifted from the segment at specific positions in front of the processor while the conveyor belt underneath the lifted pallet is still running. In this way, the material handling system continuously works without any stoppage while the product is processed. However, this SCC has one side effect - The initial distance between pallets could change and this change sometimes adds difficulty to the control of the distance between pallets. This unbalanced distance between pallets could be a reason for frequent system halt due to heavy congestion in a specific segment.

As described in Table 2, some characteristics can introduce both positive and negative effect. For example, in case of ELL, it is expected that the pallet movement might become faster by eliminating the pallet switching. However it also increases each pallet’s travel distance, which adds difficulty to the control of the distance between pallets due to SCC described previously. The team was favorable to the IZL. However, none was sure whether it could meet the demand or not. Qualitative concept analysis provides a useful insight to understanding the overall system but it does not provide any solution for the issues discussed. For example, the team believed that many of these potential issues were related to the topological complexity of each concept. However, there is no specific metric to measure complexity in the process layout design study.

**The system coupling level index**

For a comparative analysis of each concept from the topological complexity perspective, we attempted to derive a closed-form equation to measure complexity. According to the Defense Acquisition University (2001), modular design is considered as one way to reduce system complexity. Modular design groups components that perform a single independent function and attempts to reduce interactions among components. The group of components performing a similar task is called a module. Any complex system will exhibit high interaction or dependency among modules. This design approach is very popular in the software engineering. According to Allen and Khoshgoftaar (1999), coupling is one metric to evaluate the modularity of a system. Coupling is defined as the level of dependence to which each module relies on another module. They suggested a coupling level index for software design using information theory. However, there is no known systematic coupling level index in the process layout design area. We
believe that one way to represent dependence between modules is to calculate the level of interface between modules. A module with higher interfaces is considered more complex than one with lower interfaces. We suggest using an N2 diagram to measure the interface among modules. An N2 matrix is a symmetric (n x n) matrix showing all interfaces among n modules (NASA, 2007). Hence, we proposed the following steps to measure the system coupling level index (SCLI) in this study:

**Step 1:** Define modules from each concept.

**Step 2:** Compute total number of possible interfaces (TPI) between modules using an N2 diagram. Define the following equation (1):

\[
\text{Total Possible Interfaces (TPI)} = \frac{m(m+1)}{2} \text{ where } m \text{ is the number of modules}
\]

Equation 1. "Index for total possible interface (TPI)". Source: authors

**Step 3:** Calculate total number of existing interfaces (TEI) from N2 diagram.

**Step 4:** Compute the system coupling level index (SCLI) using equation (2)

\[
\text{SCLI} = \frac{\text{TEI}}{\text{TPI}}
\]

Equation 2. "Index for system coupling level (SCLI)". Source: authors

To apply these steps to the first concept (CL), first define the following 12 modules: (1) The loading and pre-weighing machines (L & PW) – 1 module; (2) Each of five PFSs (PFS ST1,..., PFS ST5) – 5 modules; (3) Each of five TCSs (TCS ST1,...,TCS ST5) – 5 modules; (4) All junctions (Js) – 1 module. Figure 6 graphically displays all interfaces between modules, and these interfaces are transformed into the 12 x 12 matrix form in Figure 7 where ‘1’ represents that there is an interface between two modules denoted in the corresponding row and column.
The matrix in Figure 7 is called the N2 matrix and its last column displays the total number of existing interfaces (TEI) for each module denoted in the row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L &amp; PW</th>
<th>PFS1</th>
<th>PFS2</th>
<th>PFS3</th>
<th>PFS4</th>
<th>PFS5</th>
<th>Js</th>
<th>TCS1</th>
<th>TCS2</th>
<th>TCS3</th>
<th>TCS4</th>
<th>TCS5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L &amp; PW</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Js</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. "N2 matrix for CL". Source: authors

It is important to recognize that since the matrix was symmetric, it is only necessary to consider the upper diagonal. Hence the sum of the last column in Figure 7 generates the total number of existing interfaces (TEI), 32. According to Equation (1), the TPI is 78 since the CL has 12 modules. This generates the corresponding SCLI of 41. In the case of the ELL, all modules are the same as in the CL except that the ELL has no junction between PFS and TCS, which eliminates the junction module (Js). Hence it has 11 modules. In case of the IZL, each of five zones has three modules (L & PW, PFS and TCS). Since there is no interaction...
between zones, there are only five clusters in the N2 matrix and its TEI is 30 as shown in Figure 8.

![N2 matrix for IZL](image)

**Figure 8.** “N2 matrix for IZL”. Source: authors

Table 3 summarizes all SCLIs for all three concepts. The CL is the most complex whereas the IZL is the least complex. The ELL is closer to the CL than the IZL. Based on this analysis, the IZL is the most favorable process layout design in terms of the modular design. It also reveals that the IZL is less complex than the CL and ELL by 39% and 36%, respectively.

Equation 2 well represents the topological complexity of each concept without complex mathematics, and helps to choose better concepts. Based on this SCLI analysis and the result from the initial on-site test, the CL was excluded from further consideration. It is now necessary to analyze dynamic performance metrics and answer relevant questions such as those listed in Table 2 (e.g. could IZL satisfy the capacity requirement?).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>CL TEI</th>
<th>ELL TPI</th>
<th>IZL SCLI (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPI</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLI (%)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** “Concept comparison using SCLI”. Sources: authors

**Simulation analysis**

Flexsim simulation software (Flexsim, 2006) was used to model both ELL and IZL concepts. Domain experts collected initial process data and the data was sanitized...
for model development. The physical dimensions of the PFO and T&C system were obtained from its original blueprint of the CL. The dimension of the ELL and IZL layouts was estimated from that of the CL since both are generated from the CL. The velocity of conveyor belt was assumed to be 0.5 inch/sec based on CL system specification. Table 4 summarizes some important processing time input data – note that ‘second’ is used as time unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Average Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFOS</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-weigh</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PFO</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-weigh</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCOS</td>
<td>Valve insertion</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T&amp;C processing</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer to FAP</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. “Processing time information”. Source: authors

Simulations were run for one year with a one month warm up period, and replicated five times with following assumptions:

- Since the operation times had little variance, the uniform distribution with 2.5% variation in terms of minimum and maximum was used for all operation times.

- In case of the ELL, pallets were proportionally distributed from loading machines to PFSs according to the number of lanes in the PFS. That is, the pallet distribution probability to PFSs is (4/24, 4/26, 6/26, 6/26, 6/26) where the order of fractions is aligned with the order of PFSs. For example, the total number of lanes in the PFSS is twenty six, and the first two PFSs have four lanes each. That is why 4/26 was used to feed both stations.

- Since the number of pallets sensitively affects the total throughput, the simulation was run with the different number of pallets for different experiments. For ELL, the model was run with number of pallets starting at 55 and incrementing by five to a maximum of 165 pallets. For IZL, the model was run with number of pallets varying from 10 to 30, and incrementing by five for each zone and performance measures calculated.

Based on these assumptions, the following simulation results were obtained for ELL and IZL:
• The ELL could not satisfy the demand capacity requirement. Its average annual capacity ranged between 1.5M and 6M units for all ranges of pallets between 55 and 175. When the number of pallets is greater than or equal to 120 pallets, it frequently halted due to the congestion generated by the previously described system configuration characteristics (SCC).

• For ELL, when the number of pallets increased beyond 120, the express lane became highly congested, blocking the flow of pallets from TCSS as seen in Figure 9. This is because the pallet’s travel distance becomes longer with 120 pallets, and it is difficult to keep the balanced distance between pallets due to SCC. Hence the ELL was excluded from the further consideration.

• In case of the IZL, since there is no interaction between zones, the four-lane and six-lane zones could be separately analyzed. Table 5 shows the annual throughput from the simulation output when the number of pallets changes from 10 to 30 by 5 increment. Please note that the throughput increase stops when the number of pallets reaches 15 and 20 in case of the four-lane and six-lane zones, respectively.

![Figure 9. "Express zone layout screen". Source: authors](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of pallets</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four-lane zone</td>
<td>1,333,734</td>
<td>1,925,508</td>
<td>1,925,508</td>
<td>1,925,508</td>
<td>1,925,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-lane zone</td>
<td>1,198,773</td>
<td>1,793,707</td>
<td>2,246,419</td>
<td>2,246,419</td>
<td>2,246,419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. "Annual throughput against different numbers of pallets". Source: authors
As seen in Table 5, it is interesting to observe that when the number of pallets is smaller than or equal to 15, the four-lane zone has higher throughput than the six-lane zone. This is probably because the extra capacity is not fully utilized in the six-lane zone, and the pallet’s longer travel distance negatively affects the throughput. However, as the number of pallets increase, the positive effect from the extra capacity becomes more significant than the negative effect from the longer travel distance.

Figure 10. “Throughput against possible pallet combination”. Source: authors

Figure 10 shows the annual capacity of IZL against several possible combinations of the numbers of pallets, which were taken from Table 5.

The x-axis shows the pallet distribution and total number of pallets - The number in parenthesis represents the number of pallets in each of five stations. The dotted line represents the annual capacity requirement – 8.5M units. As seen in the figure, several possible combinations of pallets could satisfy the annual capacity requirement. If the critical number of pallets (CP) is defined as the minimum number of pallets required to maximize the throughput – the number of products produced per time, the preferred IZL has 90 pallets as the system-wide CP. In fact, the IZL with the CP as 90 pallets has 2.0M unit buffer above the annual capacity.
requirement. In general, adding more pallets beyond CP is not recommended since it generates more congestion without any contribution to the capacity.

### 4.3 Concept test and product development plan

Based on the results from the qualitative and quantitative analysis, the IZL was selected as the final concept for implementation. A what-if scenario analysis was conducted as part of the concept test stage to evaluate the robustness of the IZL. For example, consider a product mix where a four-lane zone is separately used for aluminum and steel cylinders. The steel cylinder’s PFO time is approximately 55 second per cylinder. Figure 11 graphs annual capacity against the number of pallets used in the four-lane and six-lane zones for aluminum (AL) and steel (ST) cylinders.

![Figure 11. “Product mix”. Source: authors](image)

The CP of the four-lane zone with steel cylinders is 15 with a converged capacity 1.2M units. Based on this analysis, an assessment of annual throughput versus the possible combinations of pallets with any product mix can be developed.

Since the IZL was selected as the best concept and it has excess capacity beyond the specified annual requirement, its specifications (e.g. processing time, conveyor belt speed and dimension information etc) were deemed appropriate. In addition, the simulation analysis identified the optimal pallet numbers. All of this information was used in the final product development plan. Although the IZL requires more
space than the other designs, it was not considered to be a significant factor in the new facility.

5 Discussion

This paper describes a systematic framework for the VSM related design optimization problem, and applied the concept development process (CDP) as a framework to a process layout design problem defined in a leading portable fire extinguisher company.

Within this CDP framework, the authors noticed that design optimization could be considered in two distinct stages of development: the concept generation and concept selection stages. Since concepts are typically generated through brainstorming, the generated concepts may already have some optimized features, particularly if they come from workers on the shop floor with extensive experience. For example, the ELL was improved from the CL with an express lane and the IZL was designed for no interference between zones, by brainstorming. Design optimization was also considered in concept selection. There may be two possibilities in this phase of study: there may be no feasible concept in terms of performance requirements. In this case, the design phase needs to be revisited and the concept generation state repeated, since new design concepts will need to be developed. In the second case, the preliminary design is deemed feasible and design optimization is conducted in the sense that the performance of the selected concept is improved. In this study, the second case occurred relative to the IZL design concept. This case study indicates that the concept development process could become an effective framework when it is supported by appropriate metrics and tools such as SCLI and simulation. Without this CDP, it would have taken extensive real time development and system experimentation to find out a satisfactory solution for the stated business problem.

6 Conclusions and further research

The CDP that authors applied consists of customer needs and target specification identification, concept generation, concept selection, concept test and final specification and product development plan setup. In addition to simulation, a system coupling level index (SCLI) to measure the topological complexity of each
concept during the concept selection stage was used to support the CDP framework. Based on the 8.5M unit annual capacity requirement identified, the CDP was effective in identifying three important process design concepts - CL, ELL and IZL. Both ELL and IZL were suggested to overcome the limitations observed in the current layout. As part of the concept selection stage, the SCLI quantified the degree of dependency of modules in a system based on the system’s topology without using complex mathematic and it excluded the CL. Then, the simulation modeling was used to evaluate the overall system performance and it eventually chose the IZL. Simulation also optimized the performance of the IZL by optimizing the number of pallets required to satisfy the capacity requirement.

In general, it would have been very difficult to select and fine tune the best design concept without CDP and simulation. Hence, we believe that the approach mentioned here provides a solid framework to solve VSM related process layout design optimization problems.

This study is intended to provide a framework for successful VSM related design verification. In the future, authors expect further studies to refine and extend this framework. For example, any software development to support this framework and the automatic simulation model development from a generic VSM could be promising research fields. Authors also expect additional studies to apply this or refined framework to an entire VSM using lean technologies as an extension of this study. More detailed design models could be utilized addressing the proper use of TAKT time as a stochastic parameter; determining the proper pallet sizing and conveyor speeds for generic product mixes, and the cost-time tradeoffs of dedicated lines.
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